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Safety Information
Important Safety Precautions:
 Keep away from water, moisture and dusty areas.

 Working temperature 0-40℃.Never store in a hot or very 

cold place.

 Be careful not to drop or knock the photo frame.

 Never try to open the case yourself, always seek technical 

support.

 Connect the AC adaptor to both the DC IN jack and to the 

power outlet.

 Only use accessories approved by the manufacturer.

 When left unused for a long period of time, the 

unit should be unplugged from the household AC outlet.

Warning:
To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose to rain, 

moisture, dripping or splashing.

Package Contents:
DPF                         Adaptor     

                                          

             

Note: Make sure the DPF stand is inserted fully before using, 

otherwise you will not be able to tighten the stand.

Quick Start:
1. Insert the jack of the DC adaptor into the digital photo frame, 

then plug the DC adaptor into a standard power outlet.

2. Turn on the power to switch on the digital photo frame.

3 Press ON/OFF on the unit to turn on and off digital photo 

frame.

Operation Guide:
Picture display screen

1 Choose the “PICTURE”  icon and select the memory card you 

want to view. Press ENTER to go to the picture preview 

mode.

2 Press right/left on the unit to select the picture you want to view.

 In the picture preview mode, press the MENU button to edit 

these pictures.  

 

(mark picture)  (delete)  (picture info)

 Change the photo display mode in the SETTING menu, 

choose, “Slideshow mode”, Then press ENTER. There are 

“Single mode”, “Splitscreen” and “Multishow” available.

Splitscreen                Multishow

Note: If you want to stop the slideshow and keep the picture 

on the screen, you can press ENTER, then continue 

pressing ENTER to slide show.

 When playing a picture, you can press ENTER to pause the 

picture, then, press MENU to adjust or set up the picture. 

  

 (Right rotate) (left rotate) (delete)  (setting)  (photo adjustment)

3, Setting
Choose SETTING to set up your photo frame.

4, OSD MENU FUNCTIONS
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Why can’t the Digital Photo Frame play all images?

A: The Digital Photo Frame can support JPEG, it may not read 

some format pictures.

Q. I have a memory card in the Digital Photo Frame, but it’s not 

reading the card, what should I do?

A: First, make sure that you are using a memory card that is 

supported by the Digital Photo Frame. Second, ensure that the 

memory card is inserted all the way into the correct slot. Third, 

choose the correct card icon which you want to play.

Q. Why do some pictures load faster than others?

A: Higher resolution pictures usually load slower.
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OSD Menu SUB-Menu & Function Description
Function Menu

Picture

Setting 

Single mode/Slideshow/Multishow

Language/ Slide Interval/ File Information
/ Folder Management/ Aspect Ratio/ 
Slideshow Mode/ Slideshow Order/ LCD 
Power saving/ Auto power on/off / 
Display Setting/ Default Setting / System 
Information

Memory Menu
SD/MMC
USB

Different memory cards and USB host

Menu item Description
Language Multi language
Slide Interval 5/10/30/60 seconds
File Information ON/OFF to show the file information or 

not. 
Folder Management ON/OFF to show the folder or not.
Aspect Ratio Original - preserves dimension ratios of 

original picture
Stretch - stretches picture to fit screen
Crop - full screen picture, preserves 

dimension ratios, but crops 
picture to do so.

Slideshow Mode Single Mode/ Splitscreen /Multishow
Slideshow Order By Sequential / By Shuffle
LCD Power saving ON/OFF the automatic screen sleep 

enabled or not after 30 seconds (or 15/ 
30/ 60 mins) device standby

Auto Power on/off Time to turn on/off automatically
Display Setting Brightness/contrast/saturation adjustable.
Default Setting Restore to the factory settings.
System Information Show the software version




